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Cr/~IIDITV AU/ADCKICCC Al COTSECURITY AWARENESS ALERT
It has been reported to management that this morning at
approximately 5:OOAM, a member's car was broken into damaging
locks, dash, ignition and body of vehicle in an attempt it appears, to
take vehicle off property. A neighbor witnessed incident leaving a
sticky note on vehicle with description of suspecting person which I
will include with notice but did not call authorities. Time is of the
upmost importance to report these circumstances and this is not the
correct response for positive action.
Please remember to report to the Sheriff's office any suspicious acting
persons on the property; after all it is our responsibility to protect our
home here and ourselves. That is why you should not confront any
individuals of suspicious nature, suspicious nature would be persons on
the property that you do not recognize day or night, making sounds at
night, in the dumpster areas or trying to access the property in ways
other than you would enter the property, like climbing over the
gates/fencing or following members through the gate to gain entrance.
If these individuals act this way that is suspicious then they are, go
with your gut feeling, and call the Sheriff. Our best defenses are being
aware of suspicious activity and reporting it to the Sheriff first and
then follow up with management in the office during normal business
hours. We have "no trespassing" signs posted which permits
unauthorized persons to be prosecuted.
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The Sheriff department has said that the crime in our area has
increased due to the economic times and people are desperate.
Sheriff's phone number: 916.874.5115 or "911" if crime is in
progress.
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